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#OTalk @OTalk_
The time has arrived!! Its 8pm that means its #OTalk time. Tonight's topic - What is the role of Sensory Integration in Occupational Therapy? hosted by @Abi21643
It's @PaulWilkinson94 on @OTalk_ account support tonight. Say hello, who is joining us? https://t.co/sOaahuTARx

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Engagement Guidance 2 - To reply to a questions, simply CLICK reply, type what you want to say in under 280 characters making sure you included
your tweet.

#OTalk @OTalk_
Just a few reminders: - #OTalk Engagement Guidance 1 - To see the conversation, Click on the HASHTAG, it will take you to a page of just tweets including #OTal
LATEST to view the chat in real time, you will need to refresh this page often.

Katie Crowfoot @katie_crowfoot
@OTalk_ @Abi21643842 @PaulWilkinson94 hello, I'm hear tonight ... it's been a while for me #OTalk hopefully I keep up

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Engagement Guidance 3 - ‘Don’t forget to include the #OTalk hashtag in ALL your tweets/replies.’ That way everyone can see them, and they will appear in
transcript.

Big Jonesy BSc @ukelelejones
@OTalk_ @Abi21643842 @PaulWilkinson94 Evening everyone #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Engagement Guidance 4 - Lastly your codes of practice apply online as they do in practice. Be Polite, Respectful, Share, Listen, Learn & enjoy.

Rachel Johnson OT
@RJohnsonOT
@OTalk_ @Abi21643842 @PaulWilkinson94 Hello

#OTalk

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
@katie_crowfoot @OTalk_ @Abi21643842 @PaulWilkinson94 I am thinking the same thing

#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
If you're new to #OTalk or getting a bit lost during the hour, I’m here to help. Just message this account directly using @OTalk_ Check out our New updated Guide
Participants https://t.co/c1GURh1LSS via @OTalk_ https://t.co/NNYRMSdnrk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Engagement Guidance 5 - There is only 1 T in the hashtag its pronounced O Talk as in Occupation Talk - OTalk - a place to talk occupation

Treetangle @treetangle
@OTalk_ @Abi21643842 @PaulWilkinson94 Evening first #OTalk for a long while - looking forward to hearing from everyone

Abi @Abi21643842
@RJohnsonOT @OTalk_ @PaulWilkinson94 Hello everyone #OTalk

louise kitch @lukitchOT
RT @SINetwork: One for our #OccupationalTherapy students and practitioners to join this evening

#SensoryIntegration #OTalk
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OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: The time has arrived!! Its 8pm that means its #OTalk time. Tonight's topic - What is the role of Sensory Integration in Occupational Therapy? hosted b
@Abi21643842 It's @PaulWilkinson94 on @OTalk_ account support tonight. Say hello, who is joining us? https://t.co/sOaahuTARx

#OTalk @OTalk_
With all the reminders out of the way. We now hand over to @Abi21643842 to start us off with the first question. #OTalk Enjoy everyone! https://t.co/39K1EZ7y9w

Lucy Griffiths @LGriffithsOT
Right first time at #OTalk let's go!

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
@send_plight Wow, this might be interesting for you.... Tonight's weekly OT Twitter chat is on sensory integration... https://t.co/pkBNLpPigs

Jon @fisheraddiction
@OTalk_ @Abi21643842 @PaulWilkinson94 Evening :) #otalk

Melissa chieza @melissa_chieza
@OTalk_ @Abi21643842 @PaulWilkinson94 Evening all . Just going to be popping in and out tonight . Great to be back. #otalk

Abi @Abi21643842
1. What is your knowledge of sensory integration practice? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 1 #OTalk

#Hello My Name Is Laura
@marmi_l
@OTalk_ @Abi21643842 @PaulWilkinson94 Looking in at the #OTalk with interest.

Abi @Abi21643842
@OTalk_ I have done a module in the foundations of neuroscience (SI network) at uni, I would recommend the course but very hard. #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner
@OT_rach
Sorry to be late just liking tonight! #OTalk

Abi @Abi21643842
@RJohnsonOT The sensory systems and help us understand and make sense of our body and the world around us. we can draw on sensory tools to improve
engagement in ADLs, meaningful occupations and social interactions. #OTalk

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
I have postgraduate qualifications in SI and am lucky enough to participate regularly in sessions with @asi_wise so most weeks I am thinking about sensory

Nicole @N__Murphy
RT @OTalk_: The time has arrived!! Its 8pm that means its #OTalk time. Tonight's topic - What is the role of Sensory Integration in Occupational Therapy? hosted b
@Abi21643842 It's @PaulWilkinson94 on @OTalk_ account support tonight. Say hello, who is joining us? https://t.co/sOaahuTARx

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@OTalk_ @Abi21643842 @PaulWilkinson94 Hi, just loitering with interest this evening. Due to due the Sensory Integration training at some point, so interested to
some of the feedback #OTalk

Suzanne Taylor @SuzanneOTCAMHS
@Abi21643842 #OTalk my knowledge is developing having completed modules with sensory integration education and asi wise. I'm excited to be nearly a sensory
integration practitioner

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner
@OT_rach
@Abi21643842 Some basic training, knowledge and understanding of common sensory needs, impact of sound and environment. #otalk

Lucy Griffiths @LGriffithsOT
@Abi21643842 I waited years to get into the right job that supported SI training and now I am a qualified practitioner. I refer to the theory everyday in my practice t
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improve independence, function and engagement #OTalk

Mike Jones @oatiejones
@OTalk_ #OTalk Inspired and rewarded by a fabulous university placement. Intrigued by how sensory integration effects a person and how it can be used positive
enhance function and independence. Its been a joy to learn more and get employed by that placement

OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
Super keen to know more around accessibility of this super unique area. Is it truly an option for all? #OTalk

Bethany Meadows @Bethany_Meado92
@OTalk_ In my current practice, there seems to be more emphasis on considering the sensory needs and difficulties of individuals and providing sensory based
assessment and intervention around this, but not directly delivering sensory integration as a core OT intervention. #OTalk

louise kitch @lukitchOT
@Abi21643842 #otalk I’ve done some intro to SI short courses. My 14y/o has poor interoception awareness. Spent some time during my final OT placement lookin
in paediatrics

Abi @Abi21643842
@SuzanneOTCAMHS Yes they are both great aren't they! #Otalk

Bethany Meadows @Bethany_Meado92
@OTalk_ My experience in Adult Mental Health is that students and newly qualified OTs often have limited knowledge around sensory practices and the evidence
and further training for use in practice is essential to ensure a competent skills base. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Suzanne Taylor @SuzanneOTCAMHS
@Abi21643842 #OTalk yes invaluable and very helpful if you have any questions or queries. The SI world can initially seem daunting but they are very welcoming
share knowledge

louise kitch @lukitchOT
@Abi21643842 #otalk there are 8 sensory systems which interlink and enable us to experience the world around us. When these systems do not integrate ‘correct
impacts our ability to engage in our meaningful occupations

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
@Bethany_Meado92 @OTalk_ Sensory integration treatment, or ASI treatment should be done by a qualified therapist (could be a physio or SLT too) and the
environment must be carefully considered as well, it can be challenging but it’s very rewarding for all kinds of clients #OTalk

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
@SuzanneOTCAMHS @Abi21643842 I always invite people to join coffee and chat for free if they are keen to learn more #OTalk

Rachel Johnson OT
@RJohnsonOT
@treetangle @Abi21643842 I agree, there is so much to learn, I think I probably learn something new about SI everyday! #OTalk

OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
@Bethany_Meado92 @OTalk_ #otalk

Sophie Cresswell @93SophieC
Question1 #OTalk Currently doing module 3 of the si post grad - working in complex learning disabilities a high portion of our young people present with sensory
processing differences

Mike Jones @oatiejones
RT @LGriffithsOT: @Abi21643842 I waited years to get into the right job that supported SI training and now I am a qualified practitioner. I refer to the theory everyd
my practice to improve independence, function and engagement #OTalk

Rachel Johnson OT
@RJohnsonOT
@SensationalOT @SuzanneOTCAMHS @Abi21643842 I love coffee and chat! The ASIwise Telegram group is great too when I get stuck with my clinical practice
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of experienced practitioners willing to share their thoughts. #OTalk

Kath Smith OT(she/her) @kathsmithot
@Abi21643842 I have CLASI Certification in ASI and have been learning ASI since 1989 #OTalk

Katie Crowfoot @katie_crowfoot
#OTalk Q1. I'm on module 5 with CLASI through @asi_wise the learning and community is so supportive.

catherine sculthorpe @catherinescult1
@RJohnsonOT @SensationalOT @SuzanneOTCAMHS @Abi21643842 Can anyone attend the coffee and chat ? How does this work ? Sounds great #otalk

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
Isn’t it great that there is always more to learn? Especially in sensory integration #OTalk

OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
@kathsmithot @Abi21643842 Could I ask how much has the entirety of your training cost in £? My concerns from an occupational justice perspective is that it is no
affordable for many, thereby becoming some what of an elitists sensory club? #otalk
Abi @Abi21643842
2. What is the role of sensory informed approaches for OT practice? #OTalk

Kath Smith OT(she/her) @kathsmithot
@marmi_l @Abi21643842 we do lots of learning about the application of ASI with older adults on our modules, especially adapting the assessments and considera
the impact of sensory changes by aging...Burdick has interesting book reASI with older adults many years ago old, but worth read. #OTalk
Rachel Johnson OT
@RJohnsonOT
@catherinescult1 @SensationalOT @SuzanneOTCAMHS @Abi21643842 @kathsmithOT @SensationalOT #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 2 #OTalk

Abi @Abi21643842
@farrah_money @kathsmithot Your right it is a lot. I did one module for £1000. There are another 2 modules also #OTalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @OTalk_: Question 2 #OTalk

Rhona Harkness Occupational Therapist @rhona_harkness
@Abi21643842 I have postgraduate training in SI and have been applying it in my practice since 2004 in paediatrics, adults, sleep and in equine therapy. #OTalk

Abi @Abi21643842
@OTalk_ Vast, I'm terms of understanding how we function and reducing sensory overload to support engagement. There is also recognition that not everything is
sensory, ensuring that physical problems etc are pursued initially. #OTalk

Katie Crowfoot @katie_crowfoot
@Abi21643842 #OTalk I am an occupational therapist first and foremost, I use a sensory lens to inform my practice. I have always done this in my practice. BUT w
advance training I am more informed and have greater knowledge to assess people more effectively.
Amy Wescott @amyface91
@Abi21643842 Been learning all about it on my current placement! And very much enjoying it! #OTalk

Abi @Abi21643842
@rhona_harkness Equine therapy, wow! I knew the role was much bigger than I thought #OTalk

Leah Berry @Leah_b_blkOT
#otalk I believe it can be a helpful way to adapt and grade occupations and activities that are important to our pts. I think OT theory however of doing, engaging in
world around us for wellbeing should be paramount tho as SI ax when requested can be more deficit focused
Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
In some ways, sensory informed practice is just part of good environmental adaptations…. but the more@you learn, it can be a whole lot more #OTalk

Rachel Johnson OT
@RJohnsonOT
@OTalk_ As OTs we should use whatever skills are necessary to promote independence. I work with people with complex learning disabilities, without my SI skills
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find they can’t engage with me/activity in any way. #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
@Abi21643842 @kathsmithot #otalk

Abi @Abi21643842
@OTalk_ Different areas of practice beyond child development eg. Autism, learning disability, eating disorders... as well as those with a visual or auditory impairme
#OTalk

Kath Smith OT(she/her) @kathsmithot
@Abi21643842 It would be great if all OT students learned about the senses and were able to start to think about environmental considerations, activity adaptation
analysis. #OTalk we talked about levels of intervention today @theRCOT #RCOT2022 #OTalk
Abi @Abi21643842
@OTalk_ Trauma and mental health, very relevant for my role. Clients with emotional dysregulation can really benefit from sensory profiles and diets #OTalk

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
@Abi21643842 @farrah_money @kathsmithot I think as we realize that sensory integration based adaptation is part of our OT core skills, more employers and NH
Trusts will fund training
#OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
Warning - We are now halfway through tonights #OTalk. https://t.co/xi21Zea520

Bethany Meadows @Bethany_Meado92
@OTalk_ For me, it adds another dimension to an OTs toolbox for assessment and intervention in relation to occupational performance and provides an even more
holistic approach to considering the needs of patients as occupational beings in their environment. #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@kathsmithot @Abi21643842 @theRCOT I completely agree with this. For years it seemed it was really for specific groups of patients but I’d love to do the specia
training as I can see it’s useful for a wider spread of patients like trauma sufferers #OTalk
Lucy Griffiths @LGriffithsOT
@OTalk_ I am often supporting complex sensory needs to improve engagement before I can fully progress function and independence #OTalk

Kath Smith OT(she/her) @kathsmithot
@farrah_money @Abi21643842 NHS England has invested lots training staff in mental health to help create sensory friendly wards - 3 day training well under £30
#SensoryLadders training intro is free, so is coffee and chat and tutor sessions built into our prices #OTalk.

catherine sculthorpe @catherinescult1
@JemmaksOt @farrah_money @Bethany_Meado92 @OTalk_ @asi_wise I self funded my first module with asi wise and then was able to be funded for module 2
combination from my trust and as part of my acp course. I have managed to get funding through our trust for some other ots in my service to do module one too OT Sophie @OTSophie
#OTalk

OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
@SensationalOT @Abi21643842 @kathsmithot At present this seems near non existent which is such a shame. Even when it becomes more available my concer
criteria for access will again be under strict criteria. Let’s not forget the many OTs who do not work in NHS settings where funding is not an option #otalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Sophie Cresswell @93SophieC
Question 2 #OTalk For our clients, sensory based approaches are another part of a holistic approach to support with a range of activities including engaging in less
transitioning, playing and learning....
Kath Smith OT(she/her) @kathsmithot
@treetangle @farrah_money @Abi21643842 https://t.co/TSAgoYJfoh are free. #OTalk

Lucy Griffiths @LGriffithsOT
@kathsmithot @Abi21643842 @theRCOT Totally agree! I did not have enough of this back when I trained and students come on placement to us now with very lit
knowledge unless it is an area of particular interest #OTalk
Catherine McNulty (pronouns she/her) @cathymc9781
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@OTalk_ @Abi21643842 @PaulWilkinson94 Hello #OTalk

OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
@catherinescult1 @JemmaksOt @Bethany_Meado92 @OTalk_ @asi_wise Are you practice as a ASI practitioner in the NHS with module 1? Or is there a system
what level allows you to do what? #otalk

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
@farrah_money @Abi21643842 @kathsmithot Another way to access training is to get a MSc including SI modules and approach organizations like @ElizabethC
to help fund #OTalk

Rachel Johnson OT
@RJohnsonOT
@farrah_money @SensationalOT @Abi21643842 @kathsmithot I guess it depends where you work. I work for a charity in a special education school and college.
view SI Practitioner training as essential for all OTs and pay for our staff to complete the training. #OTalk
Catherine McNulty (pronouns she/her) @cathymc9781
@melissa_chieza @OTalk_ @Abi21643842 @PaulWilkinson94 I am a late lurker too #OTalk

Rachel Johnson OT
@RJohnsonOT
@SensationalOT @farrah_money @Abi21643842 @kathsmithot @ElizabethCasso1 Was just about to recommend @ElizabethCasso1 they are a great source of
funding #OTalk

OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
@kathsmithot @Abi21643842 But does this allow you to offer ASI as a fully implemented, endorsed session with resources and assessments that benefit the mass
I’m not so sure? #otalk

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
RT @kathsmithot: @Abi21643842 It would be great if all OT students learned about the senses and were able to start to think about environmental considerations
activity adaptation and analysis. #OTalk we talked about levels of intervention today @theRCOT #RCOT2022 #OTalk
Kath Smith OT(she/her) @kathsmithot
@OTalk_ Many ways to support participation through the sense #OTalk https://t.co/3ILLFkhx46

OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
@JemmaksOt @catherinescult1 @Bethany_Meado92 @OTalk_ @asi_wise I
agree with you particularly around the undergrad training part however for many,
therapists the reality is that to access this is simply not a realistic option and I feel it is important to raise this point #otalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Abi @Abi21643842
#OTalk What are the barriers to implementing this approach and how can we overcome these?

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Leah Berry @Leah_b_blkOT
Leading 0-25 mh OT service we are moving towards SI understanding as essential to roles, aim to commit to tiered levels of training across the teams. Still believe
occupation and holistic view has to come first however. Nice to hear it being done successfully elsewhere #otalk

OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
@SensationalOT @Abi21643842 @kathsmithot @ElizabethCasso1 Indeed they are, but they can’t fund everyone! The competition for grants is very high, again a
barrier #otalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 3 #OTalk

Kath Smith OT(she/her) @kathsmithot
@farrah_money @Abi21643842 ? what does endorsed mean? Many different levels you can intervene at...? This would be core OT to adapt environment, and gra
activity, but requires some learning... Ayres' wrote letters to her nephew who lived too far for therapy and books to help parents #OTalk https://t.co/j7xNMjN8ce
#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Mike Jones @oatiejones
@kathsmithot @Abi21643842 @theRCOT Agreed. It would have been such a benefit to have a module at university that explained the senses and the impact on h
person experiences the world with sensory processing difficulties
#OTalk
louise kitch @lukitchOT
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@kathsmithot @Abi21643842 @theRCOT #otalk we covered a small amount of the senses in uni (BSc) but feel it could have been covered in more detail. Had a l
impact in clients during my final placement and got to see much more of how it impacts everyday occupations

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Suzanne Taylor @SuzanneOTCAMHS
@Abi21643842 #OTalk our senses are so integral to everyday functioning and engagement in what we want to do, need to do and where we do it. As OTs sensory
informed approaches allow us to follow a truly holistic approach. Most around us can see the behaviour as OTs we can see deeper.

Melissa Morris
@MelissaMorris__
@Abi21643842 I worked within special schools and implemented sensory regulation activities to support autistic children and YP. Would love to learn more! #OTalk

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
@farrah_money @Abi21643842 @kathsmithot @ElizabethCasso1 I think I saw barriers too for a long time, but when I started to look at which of my sessions used
principles and how@successful they were, I realized that I need to figure out how to overcome them, hope you can figure it out #OTalk
OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
@JemmaksOt @catherinescult1 @Bethany_Meado92 @OTalk_ @asi_wise That’s the dream

#otalk equal access to training to allow equal opportunity for all

Leah Berry @Leah_b_blkOT
Barriers include - funding for training, understanding of SI as a tool rather than a fixer -vocabulary enough to explain differences between utilising SI approaches vs
treating sensory processing disorders. -my own limited knowledge as only ever done workshops not modules #otalk

Bethany Meadows @Bethany_Meado92
@Abi21643842 Aids in the understanding of individuals sensory needs/preferences and the impact of this on occupational behaviours. Useful in supporting MDT to
understand behaviours/engagement,the ward environment/routines and the impact this has on patients from a sensory perspective. #OTalk

catherine sculthorpe @catherinescult1
@Abi21643842 In my service - it is time and resources as well as confidence in using these approaches . There has been great in house training and community o
practices that have helped #otalk
Abi @Abi21643842
@OTalk_ Time and resources, advocating to managers to use this full approach given the intensity and duration of assessment, reports and intervention. #OTalk

Kath Smith OT(she/her) @kathsmithot
@farrah_money @SensationalOT @Abi21643842 barriers versus opportunities... #OTalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
@Abi21643842 Sorry on catch up this evening! Late to the party! Anything free - I have done, lots of self research and education. It is not been something that is fu
through my work place and haven’t been successful in any funding allocations…. Yet! #OTalk

Dr. Hortensia Gimeno @HortensiaGimeno
I am seeing a discussion @OTalk_ tonight about sensory informed approaches in occupational therapy at the same time as prompting SI training are they the sam
See NIHR funded trial = SI not better than usual care #OTalk maybe expensive training not needed??
#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Abi @Abi21643842
@kathsmithot @farrah_money This is so useful thanks #OTalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
@OTalk_ Time and cost #OTalk

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
RT @kathsmithot: @OTalk_ Many ways to support participation through the sense #OTalk https://t.co/3ILLFkhx46

Lorian Mead

@lm_ldot
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RT @kathsmithot: @Abi21643842 It would be great if all OT students learned about the senses and were able to start to think about environmental considerations
activity adaptation and analysis. #OTalk we talked about levels of intervention today @theRCOT #RCOT2022 #OTalk

Suzanne Taylor @SuzanneOTCAMHS
@Abi21643842 #OTalk considering it earlier in my education and career would of been helpful in hindsight but its never too late. Barriers also include others perce
sensory approaches and how it can be used with all client groups not just young children
#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Lorian Mead
@lm_ldot
RT @kathsmithot: @OTalk_ Many ways to support participation through the sense #OTalk https://t.co/3ILLFkhx46

Abi @Abi21643842
What resources can we draw on? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Rachel Johnson OT
@RJohnsonOT
@Abi21643842 Others have already pointed out that for some access to training can be a challenge. Dare I say lack of support from our professional body doesn’t
SaLTs have a clinical excellence network and a document to support practice, OTs… #OTalk
Mike Jones @oatiejones
@Abi21643842 Very lucky where I work that these approaches are embedded in what and how we operate as OT's with CYP. I think a broader understanding,
acknowledgement and open mindedness to this specialist approach is vital
#OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 4 #OTalk

Bethany Meadows @Bethany_Meado92
@Abi21643842 Limited evidence base on effectiveness.Sensory education/training (not specifically SI but general sensory awareness) not always covered in unde
training and in practice means limited knowledge, experience and competence in delivering sensory based approaches. #OTalk
Melissa Morris
@MelissaMorris__
@Abi21643842 A lack of training within settings in general. Especially when thinking
support networks #OTalk

about care staff and families- we need to understand fully to support patie

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
@HortensiaGimeno @OTalk_ @kathsmithot just presented at #rcot2022 @theRCOT, she can weigh in@more eloquently than I #OTalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
@Abi21643842 The OT community, I used to work in an organisation that used to do one to one skill trades- that would be great in OT world! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Warning - 10 minutes of tonights #OTalk left, have you said everything you wanted to? https://t.co/ukxO1iieSh

Melissa Morris
@MelissaMorris__
@Abi21643842 It informs function, how we see and interact with the world around us
especially when we think about person, environment and occupation. Esp
when we think about the spaces we explore and live! I have explored this on the placement environment (inpatient MH ward) #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
@HortensiaGimeno @OTalk_ I have not previously seen this! Many thanks for sharing #otalk

Suzanne Taylor @SuzanneOTCAMHS
@Abi21643842 #OTalk sensory approaches and strategy training is readily accessible but SI qualifications take time (understandably) and cost. I can imagine it's h
train a whole team as qualified SI Practitioners.

louise kitch @lukitchOT
@Abi21643842 #otalk we are all sensory beings and how we process sensory information is vital to how we experience and react within our environments, how we
and how we communicate. Sensory informed approaches allow us to be more holistic and person-centred
OT_Expert

@OT_Expert
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RT @Abi21643842: 2. What is the role of sensory informed approaches for OT practice? #OTalk

Kath Smith OT(she/her) @kathsmithot
think we need to await the full study results and explanation, as perhaps not as simple as it appears...

Abi @Abi21643842
Supervision, there is also so much research to support our use of full SI However we can still using the approach and be sensory aware. Using a sensory informed
with sensory diets etc. #OTalk

Leah Berry @Leah_b_blkOT
@Abi21643842 #otalk our next steps in ftb mh service is to draw on our cyp and families as essential resource as we work together to myth bust, evaluate what we
want or need from sensory approach within our service and then Co produce towards that
Rachel Johnson OT
@RJohnsonOT
@OTalk_ Great discussion tonight! So many contributors I’m struggling to keep up! #OTalk

Laura Kate @OT_LauraF
RT @HortensiaGimeno: I am seeing a discussion @OTalk_ tonight about sensory informed approaches in occupational therapy at the same time as prompting SI
are they the same?? See NIHR funded trial = SI not better than usual care #OTalk maybe expensive training not needed??
louise kitch @lukitchOT
@kathsmithot @farrah_money @Abi21643842 #otalk I saw #sensoryladders today at #rcot keen to do the intro training for it

Sophie Cresswell @93SophieC
Question 3 #OTalk I think time and resources is a barrier, also perhaps clarity around the approach and underlying reasoning for those helping to embed strategies
(family, education staff, carers). I'm much more likely to continue with something if I understand the 'why' !
#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
there is a perception that SI is easily understandable (which it can be with good training & access to good mentorship). there is a temptation for everyone to declar
themselves sensory. We must make certain that we are OTs using our core skills and SI as another tool #OTalk

Melissa Morris
@MelissaMorris__
@Abi21643842 Looking at SI research and reports in your own area of study- eg. Sensory Rooms to support emotional regulation in forensic mental health. I’m op
learning of new resources and recommendations! #OTalk
katy @katysimpsonOT
@Abi21643842 Having not formally trained a barrier for me is me questioning myself if I overstep when taking a sensory informed approach. #OTalk

Suzanne Taylor @SuzanneOTCAMHS
@Abi21643842 #OTalk @asi_wise @SINetwork @sensoryladders are the resources I value. I value certified training. I value clinical mentors and a welcoming
community.
Lorian Mead
@lm_ldot
RT @kathsmithot: @treetangle @farrah_money @Abi21643842 https://t.co/TSAgoYJfoh are free. #OTalk

Rachel Johnson OT
@RJohnsonOT
@Lula_B_R @Abi21643842 Unless you are lucky enough to get a great practice placement with a fab OT team to teach you

#OTalk

OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
Really interesting to hear from fellow colleagues working in MH using this approach. Would love to know more! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
@katysimpsonOT @Abi21643842 Do join coffee and chat some Wednesday, it is a friendly community that you can bring queries to #OTalk

Bethany Meadows @Bethany_Meado92
@Abi21643842 Professional body guidance; RCOT evidence spotlight - Sensory integration and sensory-based interventions – children & young people. RCOT in
view - Sensory Integration and sensory-based interventions. #OTalk
OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript/…14%2F2022&shour=12&smin=0&tdate=6%2F17%2F2022&thour=1&tmin=15
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@LGriffithsOT @Abi21643842 Exactly this!!! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
@Bethany_Meado92 @Abi21643842 And there was a talk at #RCOT2022 today by @kathsmithot about the roles of understanding sensory integration as part of f
#OTalk
Suzanne Taylor @SuzanneOTCAMHS
@lukitchOT @kathsmithot @farrah_money @Abi21643842 #OTalk it's great training and tool to use

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
9pm that's our official #OTalk hour up. Please do keep chatting as we don't grab the chat transcript until Thursdays. Can we all thank our host @Abi21643842
chat tonight.
Mike Jones @oatiejones
@Abi21643842 Experience and knowledge of OT's currently working in sensory integration... Such A valuable and present pool of information

#OTalk

Melissa Morris
@MelissaMorris__
@kathsmithot @Abi21643842 @theRCOT I would love to have a student session on SI!! #OTalk

Melissa chieza @melissa_chieza
@Abi21643842 I did of sensory integration during my first rotation in LD . - how the system impact activities of daily living and how we promote meaningful occupa
#otalk
Treetangle @treetangle
@Abi21643842 In previous roles, although managers said they wanted SI, I was expected to find time over and above all the more generic and risk focused work.
hard to keep a sensory focus #OTalk
Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
@SuzanneOTCAMHS @Abi21643842 @asi_wise @SINetwork @sensoryladders And for people concerned about accessing training and it’s expense that I have
with this evening, it is great to highlight that training in @sensoryladders is free online
#OTalk

Alison Ingham RN, Msc @AlisonIngham
RT @OTalk_: The time has arrived!! Its 8pm that means its #OTalk time. Tonight's topic - What is the role of Sensory Integration in Occupational Therapy? hosted b
@Abi21643842 It's @PaulWilkinson94 on @OTalk_ account support tonight. Say hello, who is joining us? https://t.co/sOaahuTARx

Rachel Johnson OT
@RJohnsonOT
@Abi21643842 Clinical supervision, peer support, access to recent systematic reviews listing ASI as enhanced based. As awareness of sensory informed approac
increases there are more presentations at conferences and articles to read. Too many options, too little time! #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
Thanks everyone this is @PaulWilkinson94 signing off from #OTalk. Good night, stay safe. https://t.co/j5zTXdTEgR

Kath Smith OT(she/her) @kathsmithot
@OTalk_ @zoemailloux @DrRoeRoe could you comment here #OTalk

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
Thank you for a lovely chance to connect about a topic that many OTs are very happy to have as a way to understand function #OTalk

OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
@kathsmithot @lukitchOT @Abi21643842 Thanks for this, luckily for me I plan start my training soon
those who aren’t able to but would like the opportunity #otalk

however my inner occupational justice based mind feels

Leah Berry @Leah_b_blkOT
RT @SensationalOT: @SuzanneOTCAMHS @Abi21643842 @asi_wise @SINetwork @sensoryladders And for people concerned about accessing training and it’
expense that I have talked with this evening, it is great to highlight that training in @sensoryladders is free online
#OTalk
Mike Jones @oatiejones
@OTalk_ @Abi21643842 Ta Chuck... Great chat and thoughts to digest

K-OT (she, her)

#OTalk

@kalessandram
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@Abi21643842 It is part of what we consider in terms of considering what enables or impacts participation and engagement in occupation as well as what is mean
for each person #Otalk

K-OT (she, her)
@kalessandram
@Abi21643842 Considering it seperate to occupation, we have such a powerful tool to add to our tool box as OTs. The politics around sensory is also a barrier & r
other professions applying it in a blanket way without occupation whilst we are side tracked in not applying usefully #OTalk
Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
RT @kathsmithot: @farrah_money @Abi21643842 ? what does endorsed mean? Many different levels you can intervene at...? This would be core OT to adapt
environment, and grade activity, but requires some learning... Ayres' wrote letters to her nephew who lived too far for therapy and books to help parents #OTalk
https://t.co/j7xNMjN8ce

K-OT (she, her)
@kalessandram
@Abi21643842 There is a lot of research, shared knowledge and experience which we need to ensure we maximise, MOHO tools can link with this. We need to en
we hear the voices & experiences of people who use services #OTalk
Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
@Leah_b_blkOT @SuzanneOTCAMHS @Abi21643842 @asi_wise @SINetwork @sensoryladders Your team is welcome to join our coffee and chat session, we
#ContinuedProfessionalDevelopment #OTalk https://t.co/5ZbkFVLz6w
Kath Smith OT(she/her) @kathsmithot
@AnneAddisonOT @JemmaksOt @farrah_money @Bethany_Meado92 @OTalk_ @asi_wise #OTalk #thercot https://t.co/F1MiOKCxm1 https://t.co/dctiRjEqD9

K-OT (she, her)
@kalessandram
@farrah_money Im the trust i work we have a sensory clinic for adults with learning disabilities and are also using in more an more in adult mental health services

ElizabethCassonTrust @ElizabethCasso1
Thank you @RJohnsonOT @ElizabethCasso1 has a host of resources, not only funding. Take a look here: https://t.co/UH48acMBcC

louise kitch @lukitchOT
@SuzanneOTCAMHS @Abi21643842 @asi_wise @SINetwork @sensoryladders Really like the course on @SINetwork easy to complete and understand, but ple
detail and reasoning included #OTalk
Rachel Johnson OT
@RJohnsonOT
It’s a pleasure to have you back with us @seashelltrust

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @kathsmithot: @Abi21643842 It would be great if all OT students learned about the senses and were able to start to think about environmental considerations
activity adaptation and analysis. #OTalk we talked about levels of intervention today @theRCOT #RCOT2022 #OTalk

Rachel Johnson OT
@RJohnsonOT
@MeganP_OT @Abi21643842 Would your organisation consider paying for you to have an external clinical supervisor? This is quite common in non traditional rol
all need clinical supervision to enhance our practice #OTalk
Kath Smith OT(she/her) @kathsmithot
@asi_wise @DevelopGrowOT

Megan Potts @MeganP_OT
RT @RJohnsonOT: @MeganP_OT @Abi21643842 Would your organisation consider paying for you to have an external clinical supervisor? This is quite common
traditional roles, we all need clinical supervision to enhance our practice #OTalk
Dr Niina Kolehmainen
@niinamk
RT @HortensiaGimeno: I am seeing a discussion @OTalk_ tonight about sensory informed approaches in occupational therapy at the same time as prompting SI
are they the same?? See NIHR funded trial = SI not better than usual care #OTalk maybe expensive training not needed??
Holly Graham @HollyGtheOT
RT @HortensiaGimeno: I am seeing a discussion @OTalk_ tonight about sensory informed approaches in occupational therapy at the same time as prompting SI
are they the same?? See NIHR funded trial = SI not better than usual care #OTalk maybe expensive training not needed??
Sue Mesa (she/her) @sue_mesa
RT @HortensiaGimeno: I am seeing a discussion @OTalk_ tonight about sensory informed approaches in occupational therapy at the same time as prompting SI
are they the same?? See NIHR funded trial = SI not better than usual care #OTalk maybe expensive training not needed??
Astrid Ferreira @Astrid_OT
RT @HortensiaGimeno: I am seeing a discussion @OTalk_ tonight about sensory informed approaches in occupational therapy at the same time as prompting SI
are they the same?? See NIHR funded trial = SI not better than usual care #OTalk maybe expensive training not needed??
Terapeuta Ocupado ~ David @ItsOcupado
RT @HortensiaGimeno: I am seeing a discussion @OTalk_ tonight about sensory informed approaches in occupational therapy at the same time as prompting SI
are they the same?? See NIHR funded trial = SI not better than usual care #OTalk maybe expensive training not needed??
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Nicole Claire Walmsley @NicoleCWalmsley
RT @HortensiaGimeno: I am seeing a discussion @OTalk_ tonight about sensory informed approaches in occupational therapy at the same time as prompting SI
are they the same?? See NIHR funded trial = SI not better than usual care #OTalk maybe expensive training not needed??
Inês Malheiros @inesOTmalheiros
RT @HortensiaGimeno: I am seeing a discussion @OTalk_ tonight about sensory informed approaches in occupational therapy at the same time as prompting SI
are they the same?? See NIHR funded trial = SI not better than usual care #OTalk maybe expensive training not needed??
Laura M @LauraOT_
@RJDaddow @chrisMHOT #RCOT2022

Totos Therapy- Touraan Evans @TotosTherapy
RT @HortensiaGimeno: I am seeing a discussion @OTalk_ tonight about sensory informed approaches in occupational therapy at the same time as prompting SI
are they the same?? See NIHR funded trial = SI not better than usual care #OTalk maybe expensive training not needed??
#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk – Tuesday 21 June 2022 – BME OT Mentorship: What we know https://t.co/DSfOgvKZan

Paul Howard @PaulHoward_IMIT
This post from TinyEYE makes me happy …as love is love

Katie Crowfoot @katie_crowfoot
RT @kathsmithot: @OTalk_ Many ways to support participation through the sense #OTalk https://t.co/3ILLFkhx46

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
RT @kathsmithot: @OTalk_ Many ways to support participation through the sense #OTalk https://t.co/3ILLFkhx46

Catherine McNulty (pronouns she/her) @cathymc9781
@OTalk_ I missed this tonight & sorry this is great topic 2 days of conference filled me up will check out 2morow doing late scoot https://t.co/eJMZZqfd15 that allow
#OTalk?

Catherine McNulty (pronouns she/her) @cathymc9781
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – Tuesday 21 June 2022 – BME OT Mentorship: #OTalk – Tuesday 21 June 2022 – BME OT Mentorship: What we know https://t.co/DSfOgvK

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner
@OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – Tuesday 21 June 2022 – BME OT Mentorship: #OTalk – Tuesday 21 June 2022 – BME OT Mentorship: What we know https://t.co/DSfOgvK

ERIC @ERIC_UK
RT @ERIC_UK: Our Paediatric Continence Care Conference this Oct has a focus on YP with additional needs. Occupational Therapists, SEND professionals have
seen this year’s programme? We think you may be interested! https://t.co/PMlaiokWi6 #OTuesday #Otalk #Occhat #occupationaltherapy #sped
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